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How can wind energy will be successful in the 

Somali Context and benifit the entire population

 A research and visibilty study to be done in the following 

areas:

 The right location for the wind turbine to be installed.

 Wind speed and Wind direction.

 Installation , operation and maintenance knowledge

 Choosing the right wind turbine that is possible to install.

 Haybrid system with Gensets and Solar energy.



What can be learned from existing projects, including 

installation, operation and maintenance of small and 

medium size wind turbines, cost effectiveness of projects, 

and wind energy connectivity to the grid. 

 To do visibility study and research before order is placed.

 Data collection (Wind speed,direction and the location)

 Cost of the project 

 Rate of return on investment

 Warranty 

 Choosing the right wind turbines and towers.

 Size of the machine will effect installation and logistics

 What technology is needed (ongrid or off grid)

 Maintenance and sustainability



What can be learned from existing projects, including 

installation, operation and maintenance of small and 

medium size wind turbines, cost effectiveness of projects, 

and wind energy connectivity to the grid

 Grid connection 

 Compatibility to existing grid

 Installation and their expertise.



What can be done to insure the quality of technical 

equipment and what needs to advence the sector.

 Hire a reliable expert

 Follow the rules of quality Control

 To check on the reputation of the vendor Co.

 To make  sure that the vendor is compliant with the  

ISO9000.

 Testing the goods on the vendor site.

 Warranty.



What needs to be done to advance 

sector.

 To create a wind techical institutes in the country.

 Labour  capacity building

 Create assembly centres for wind turbines.

 Local production for some parts of the wind parts, like 

Towers . 


